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A B S T R A C T   

This paper analyses migrant disappearances in connection to EU bordering practices and techniques. Drawing on 
fieldwork in various localities at Greek borderlands, I argue that death or disappearance, due to drowning, 
hypothermia, exhaustion, violence, deprivation of medical care, and road accidents, to name but a few examples, 
has become an integral part of border enforcement in the Global North. To engage analytically with such an 
instantiation of border violence, I propose to utilise the notion of migrant disappearability. This disappearability 
is a produced condition (as opposed to accidently or randomly appearing) of everyday existence that does not 
necessarily lead to death or disappearance but, nevertheless, exerts pressure towards certain kind of precarities 
and threats by limiting the horizon of possibilities racialised migrants from the Global South have ahead of them. 
Furthermore, the state of being disappearable is a social space one constantly enters, leaves, re-enters and leaves 
again; rather than being at the forefront at all times, it looms above like a ghost.   

1. Introduction 

One of the recurring tragedies, and spectacles, of forced displace-
ment and South to North migration in current times are the deaths and 
disappearances of the people on the move; in the deserts of Sahara or the 
US-Mexico border area, inside abandoned lorries, or in the watery 
graves at Europe’s Mediterranean frontiers. The study of death has a 
long tradition in social sciences and humanities, including anthropo-
logical classics such as the work of Robert Hertz (1960) and Arnold van 
Gennep (1960 [1909], and later scholarly endeavours (e.g. Laqueur, 
2015; Metcalf & Huntington, 1991; Robben, 2018). Disappearance is, 
however, something distinctly different from ‘mere’ death—indetermi-
nacy, uncertainty, endless doubt. There is, of course, also critical 
scholarship on migration and borders that also looks into disappear-
ances (e.g. Albahari, 2015; Andersson, 2014b; Lucht, 2012), but few 
researchers take disappearances as their focus of inquiry. As much as the 

phenomenon has been publicised, mediatised, politicised, studied, and 
campaigned against, the topic has so far eluded much of the crucial 
theorisation urgently needed. In this paper, drawing primarily on my 
fieldwork at what I call Greek borderlands in the Evros region and on the 
island of Lesvos, I propose a theoretical understanding grounded in the 
local everyday encounters with border enforcement and violence, poli-
tics, and forensics. I argue that what is taking place is a deliberate 
infliction, production, and manipulation of migrant1 disappearability. By 
proposing to use this term, disappearability, the paper hopes to make 
commonalities and (inter)connections between various phenomena 
often observed separately, such as border violence and surveillance, 
forensics, political rhetoric and so forth, more understandable. While 
doing so, it argues for both a generalised case, addressing how dis-
appearability could be seen as a global phenomenon, and a partic-
ularised case, exploring how it is specifically instantiated at Greek 
borders. Migrant disappearability as a distinct analytical concept does 

E-mail address: ville.laakkonen@tuni.fi.   
1 ’Migrants’, ’refugees’, ’refugees/migrants’, and ’refugees and migrants’ have all been used in both scholarship and media while trying to describe a diverse group 

of people currently on the move across nation-state borders. The two common approaches are the exclusive one, championed by the UN Refugee Agency UNHCR, 
which maintains a distinction between ’a refugee’ and ’a migrant’, and the inclusive one, which argues for the inclusion of refugees in the category of ’migrants’. I 
have chosen to use the latter for a number of reasons: First of all, ’a refugee’ in the 1951 Geneva Convention sense of the term does not lend itself very well to the 
contemporary moment or recognise, for example, how capital accumulation, colonial extraction, so-called ‘generalised violence’, and protracted low-intensity 
conflicts contribute to forced displacement. Subsequently, migratory movements are best seen as a continuum, not as clear-cut categories of ‘forced’ and ‘volun-
tary’. Second of all, while I recognise the need to push against the dominant ‘they are not really refugees and deserving of protection’ narrative, going for more 
specified and narrow categories risks dividing people in an ultimately detrimental way; safe passage and the right to life should be enjoyed by all. ‘Migrants’, in my 
opinion, establishes these principles while avoiding terms such as ‘immigrants’ and ‘asylum-seekers’ which would favour the viewpoint of the nation-state. 
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not displace notions of border violence, border regimes, or visibili-
ty/invisibility, but, instead, brings them together to designate a very 
particular form, and strategy, of disappearances. 

Migrant disappearability is a historically layered but often suddenly 
materialising condition; as a phenomenon it has developed over time but 
as an experience, it carries an element of surprise. In the European case I 
am describing, disappearability as a condition refers to disappearances, 
unknown destinies, and unnamed bodies, or the danger of meeting such 
fate, in which migratory situations and contexts are always implicated. 
Migrant disappearability is a potentiality; the sum of various cumulative 
constellations of precarities such as vessels which are not sea-worthy, 
sanctions imposed on carrier companies, regimes of border violence 
and surveillance, interception and pushback operations, threats of 
deportation and detention, passage through rough terrain or in unsafe 
vehicles, human trafficking, and the state of being undocumented, 
forced to move clandestinely. Such precarities then materialise into 
subjectivities which constitute the disappearable human being. The 
crucial point is that migrant disappearability is not a random occurrence 
or an accident; instead, it is the result of conscious action on the part of 
the European, and in my work also Greek, policies and authorities. It 
exemplifies cynical and ultimately racist politics of deterrence at their 
logical conclusion: with every million Euros spent, every new border 
fence erected, every new patrol boat donated to third party states, every 
military and Frontex officer stationed at the border zone, the human cost 
of crossing to Europe is raised higher and higher in hopes that the fear 
and pain death and uncertainty invoke will ultimately stop people from 
embarking on such journeys. Disappearability is empowered by au-
thorities’ ‘organised irrensponsibility’ (Perl & Strasser, 2018, p. 511) 
and governing through indifference (Basaran, 2015), as rescue obliga-
tions are evaded or dead bodies disregarded. But it is also a direct result 
of very real coercion and violence migrants are trying to avoid. It is 
worth noting, however, that disappearances also stand apart from sim-
ply killing an individual or exposing them to potentially lethal condi-
tions. The uncertainty about the fate of a loved one, of not knowing what 
happened to them, engenders a violent sense of liminality—‘a specific 
temporality that affects families of the missing, their social networks, 
and the bureaucratic systems of the modern state alike’ (Huttunen, 
2016, p. 201). 

While the approach of this paper is predominantly from the view-
point of Greece and the Mediterranean region, as an analytical term, 
migrant disappearability owes to Susan Bibler Coutin’s (2000: 27–47; 
2003) work with Central American migrants’ battle to gain permanent 
residency in the United States. Migrants in the Mediterranean bound for 
Global North enter space not unlike the ’space of nonexistence’ she 
describes the Salvadorans moving and living in, which ‘divides the legal 
and the illegal, the legitimate and the illegitimate, the overt and the 
clandestine’ (Coutin, 2003, p. 172). They are also forced to ’non-exist’ at 
the border zones to be able to cross and, simultaneously, ’non-exist’ at 
their countries of origin or previous residence to escape persecution and 
lethal danger or impoverished marginalisation. Disappearing or dying 
without being identified is built on this nonexistence. And like the space 
of nonexistence is ‘both imagined and real … both is and is not “there”’ 
(Coutin, 2003, p. 173), the state of being disappearable is not a total-
ising, all-encompassing, phenomenon; individuals move in and out of 
disappearability; they live, work, eat, and love as usual, until suddenly 
their disappearable condition materialises. Migrant disappearability is 
also differently experienced personally: some consistently find them-
selves forced to engage with it for years while others might, at emotional 
level, feel safe despite their precarity until someone close to them is 
suddenly gone. Disappearability is like a ghost, to borrow from Eleni 
Myrivili’s (2018) analysis of the border—invisible but present, ready to 
spring into action. When theorizing disappearability, comparisons to on 
Nicholas De Genova’s (2002; 2007) analysis of migrant ‘illegality’ and 
deportability are pertinent. However, while deportability renders mi-
grants as a highly exploitable stratum of labour force, a sort of dispos-
able commodity in itself (De Genova, 2002, p. 438), disappearability 

serves a somewhat different purpose; it is, first and foremost, about 
keeping people out and, failing to do so, subjecting them to constant 
danger. It is built on the notion that some people, black, brown, Muslim, 
and so forth, are never supposed to be present. It bears a relation to other 
uses of disappearance as a tactic, such as forced disappearances in Latin 
America (Frey, 2009; Gatti, 2013) or Bosnia (Huttunen, 2016; Wagner, 
2008) in that it is used as a deterrent, as I will elaborate later, yet it is 
distinctly separate from such contexts because it is not used retroactively 
as a form of retribution for political action or for being from a particular 
group of people as in the two aforementioned situations. While in Latin 
America disappearances as a strategy employed by the state was tar-
geting individuals, in the Mediterranean, for example, disappearability 
is indiscriminate—being brown or black and on the move is enough. 

Crucially, migrant disappearability does not concern just any mi-
grations but particularly patterned mobilities caused by war, persecu-
tion, poverty, and other symptoms of unequal North-South relations 
within the world-system. Despite the certain degree of abstraction 
inevitably linked to a theoretical term, disappearability is a historical, 
rather than ontological, concept. What this means is that disappear-
ability is rooted in these unequal North-South relations, legacies of 
colonial violence, and deeply entrenched structures of racism. It is also 
embedded within distinct dynamics of class, as despite the prevalence of 
that racism and the legacies of colonialism and conquest, the elites of 
Global South, such as from the countries in Africa, Middle East, and Asia 
that those disappearing or dying at Europe’s borders are fleeing from, 
are nevertheless able to enjoy international mobility not afforded to 
ordinary people. The Athens International Airport exemplifies this class 
dynamic: at the time of my fieldwork, the arrivals area had numerous 
posters advertising visas for non-EU nationals who invest 500 000 euros 
in property while, at the same time, the Aegean islands held essentially 
captive tens of thousands of migrants without such funds at their 
disposal. 

Unlike with concepts such as ‘vulnerability’ which in contemporary 
theoretical discussions seems to lend itself to describe virtually an 
infinite array of situations and dispositions, migrant disappearability 
designates a very particular form of violence and precariousness. Not 
everyone who migrates will be subjected to it and not everyone who 
goes missing does so because of disappearability. If ‘vulnerability’ is an 
attempt to build new politics from a shared human condition (Butler, 
2009; cf. Danewid, 2017), migrant disappearability points to inequality 
and concrete harm inflicted in particular conditions and on a particular 
group of people. 

I will begin by briefly describing Greece, the site of my fieldwork in 
between 2018 and 2020 and then proceed to ground the theory of dis-
appearability on that fieldwork. I will elaborate on migrant disappear-
ability’s crucial characteristics which cause it to stand out as an 
analytical term in the context of various disappearances, on the one 
hand, and generalised violence faced by migrants, on the other. An 
important aspect of disappearability in this regard is its ability to feed on 
suspension; of rights, of the right to have rights, of claims to humanity, 
and of time. Finally, this paper concludes by offering a more concise 
outline of migrant disappearability and briefly discussing what makes it 
possible in the first place. 

2. Greece: inhospitable shores 

My engagement with Greece and the Greek migratory context began 
in 2017 and lead to fieldwork starting in 2018, with the majority con-
ducted in 2019 and 2020, until the global pandemic curtailed the 
mobility of even white privileged researchers from the Global North. In 
total, I spent some four months on Lesvos, where for the majority of my 
time I joined an NGO assisting newly arriving refugees (including search 
and rescue where needed) and monitoring the crossings from Turkey. I 
also stayed in Athens, following refugee and migrant life in the capital, 
visiting refugee camps and cemeteries, and interviewing forensic experts 
working with identification of bodies. In the Evros region, I continued to 
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follow and document the everyday life at a border zone as well as 
visiting villages and cemeteries in the region. During my journeys, I 
interviewed locals, refugees, activists, forensic specialists, and human-
itarian workers. Throughout this paper, I will refer to knowledge gained 
from these interviews as well as from my participant observation. 
Because many people, especially various Greek professionals, spoke 
with me on the condition of anonymity, throughout my writing I have 
redacted from the text where and when the information was relayed to 
me. 

Greece has occupied a permanent, if ambiguous, space in European 
political debates ever since the country’s 2010 financial crash began to 
unfold. The economic downturn and the subsequent austerity policies 
had devastating consequences: a contraction of the economy on the scale 
of the 1930s Great Depression in the US (Lapavitsas et al., 2012), as 
wages and pensions were dramatically slashed and homelessness, un-
employment (youth unemployment in particular), and suicide rates 
spiked. For some, the Greek situation was a test to internal solidarity and 
stability of the European Union, a challenge that would be overcome in 
the name of the common economic zone (and its common currency) and 
EU’s commitment to its member states. For others, it was the obvious 
sign of EU’s lack of democracy, its foundational flaws, and the unfea-
sibility of the common economic project; a proof that the EU was a 
failure. In the midst of the crisis, Greece continued to occupy news 
headlines in 2015 and onwards for another reason, as Europe-bound 
migration peaked in the Mediterranean, and in 2015 and 2016 espe-
cially so on the so-called Eastern Mediterranean Route (from Turkey to 
Greece). Again, similar two poles appeared in the public opinion and 
political debates, which electrified the atmosphere: one which main-
tained that this was a test to European unity that would be eventually 
overcome and another which argued that the EU was doomed. However, 
where these two imaginaries regarding Europe and the European Union 
found common ground was that the arrivals had to be deterred, the 
‘flows’ stymied. As over 4000 migrants arrived on Lesvos every day in 
the autumn of 2015, many also drowned. 

The economic crisis is worth highlighting because, in the Greek 
context, it is inextricably interlinked with national and international 
responses and readings of what was, and is, happening at the country’s 
borders and territorial waters. Daniel M. Knight and Charles Stewart 
(2016) have argued that austerity transforms (and brings about new) 
historicities and temporalities of experiences and societal imaginaries. 
Unlike poverty or underdevelopment, austerity creates situations where 
previously higher standards of living and consumption are reduced 
considerably, and where new alternative futures of what could have 
been are fused with new readings of the past (and its crises), both 
establishing continuities and making the present legible. Other authors 
have also identified how refuge and rescue from financial debt has been 
sought from glory of the past (Hamilakis, 2016), the harsh austerity 
politics situated on a continuum of foreign powers forcing their way in 
(Theodossopoulos, 2014), and migrants constructed as ‘public enemies’ 
(Koutrolikou, 2016). These two intertwined imaginaries, a nation rob-
bed of what could have been and a sense of being under attack, also 
figure prominently in how migrant disappearability is constructed and 
inflicted in contemporary Greek context. 

A sense of crisis (be it economic crisis or the supposed ‘refugee 
crisis’), despite its various temporalities, is also fixing onto the present in 
a very particular way. The Greek word itself, krísi, refers to a moment of 
judgment after which nothing remains as it was before. The politics of 
longing and disenchantment certainly create new understandings of the 
present moment, but they also silence or diminish others, often effacing 
the immediate past in favour of the grand narratives. For example, 
despite the severity of the crash of 2010 and the intensification of 
Europe-bound migration through Greece, as Dimitris Dalakoglou (2012) 
has reminded us, poverty and youth unemployment and underemploy-
ment were prevalent, and migrant populations discriminated against 
and vilified, even during Greece’s economic boom that preceded the 
crash (see also Karamanidou, 2016). Paving way for increasingly harsh 

practices, politics and media discourse in Greece began to frame 
migration as essentially a security issue already in the 1990s (Grigor-
iadis & Dilek, 2019, pp. 173–174). Naturalisation of racist public 
discourse (Dalakoglou, 2013; Triandafyllidou & Kouki, 2014) and police 
violence towards migrants (Christopoulos, 2014) were a well-known 
phenomenon before 2015’s increase in Greece-bound migration. The 
1874 recorded migrant deaths on the Eastern Mediterranean Route since 
2014 (International Organization for Migration, 2020) are not a new 
phenomenon either; in statistics, they join the 807 already recorded 
since 1990 (Last, 2015).2 The contemporary ‘border spectacles’ (De 
Genova, 2012), that is, the spectacles of enforcement and heightened 
migrant visibility that discursively render the migrants as ‘illegal’, may 
be more forceful and ubiquitous than before, but the Greece of past 
decades, or Europe for that matter, has not been anything but inhospi-
table towards its non-European ‘others’. 

It is important to note how Greece has also intensified its regime of 
border enforcement. Pushbacks into Turkey (e.g. Christides et al., 2021; 
Christides et al., 2019) and torture (Christides et al., 2022; Forensic 
Architecture, 2022) are commonplace. Border forces on land and at sea 
have been directly implicated in migrant deaths (e.g. Forensic Archi-
tecture, 2020; Fallon, 2022). This intensification of an already hostile 
regime has not taken place in a vacuum, but follows, and is emboldened 
by, similar developments around Europe. Illustrative of this trend of 
‘fortifying’ Europe is the suggestion by the European Commission 
president Ursula von der Leyen, in 2019, for the creation of ‘Vice--
President for Protecting the European Way of Life’, a post which 
included migration policy (Kasparek & Karamanidou, 2021, pp. 85–86). 
While the title was amended to ‘Vice-President for Promoting Our Eu-
ropean Way of Life’, the message it conveyed remained essentially the 
same. Greek authorities have also ramped up their border violence with 
the tacit knowledge, and alleged involvement, of The European Union 
Border and Coast Agency Frontex (Christides et al., 2020; Liboreiro, 
2021). Thus, hostile Greek migration politics, while locally instantiated, 
reflect a broader trend (Psaropoulos, 2021). 

3. Disappearability: bodies without names, names without 
bodies 

Migrant disappearability is simultaneously an effect, an experience, 
and a strategy. It has a visceral as well as a mental dimension. It does not 
concern any and all disappearances but ones that would not have taken 
place the way they did and where they did without the prevalence of 
anti-migrant policies and sentiments, in Greece and elsewhere in the 
Global North. Furthermore, for those missing their loved ones, a dis-
appeared person leaves the situation unresolved, a grief without a 
closure: there is no body to bury or a site of remembrance to visit—only 
uncertainty and doubt. Migrant disappearability is connected to other 
forms of precariousness or danger migrants are facing, but it has certain 
distinct characteristics. It follows that it has certain individual explan-
atory power of its own compared to other theories around migration. 
Here, two fundamental points about disappearability must be elaborated 
on: these are, on one hand, the particular context in which border deaths 
and disappearances of migrants occur and, on the other hand, the 
element of suspension; of status, rights, and humanity itself, as well as of 
time. 

2 These numbers are conservative estimations as they only include the 
confirmed cases of border deaths. For example, the IOM data on Greek-Turkish 
land border is incomplete. The true numbers are certainly higher as some 
deaths and disappearances occur without ever being formally recorded. This 
problematic also links with the ambiguous relationship disappearance has with 
death; many disappeared are presumed to be dead and many dead remain 
unidentified, effectively making them also disappeared persons. 
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3.1. Deaths at the border 

Violent and/or enforced disapperances have a long history, and an 
enduring presence, in various contexts: war, authoritarian state violence 
and oppression, and genocide, but also in what has been referred to as 
‘generalised violence’ (Crane & Hernández Lara, 2019) and ‘everyday 
violence’ (Jenss, 2020; Scheper-Hughes, 1993, 1997) as a coalescence of 
state terror, paramilitary violence, criminal organisations, and capitalist 
exploitation (e.g. Jenss, 2020; Wright, 2017). Various forms of violence 
and violent disappearance can also take place at the same time, as, for 
example, in the Guatemalan civil war (Manz, 2004). Migrant dis-
appearability can certainly be situated on a ‘spectrum’,3 for the lack of a 
better word, of violent disappearances, but it also has its distinctive 
characteristics. 

Disappearances in migratory context do not necessarily have the 
retaliatory and ethno-political character of enforced disappearances 
under authoritarian regimes (e.g. Gatti, 2013; Manz, 2004; Robben, 
2007) and mass disappearances in genocides (e.g. Hardi, 2011; Huttu-
nen, 2016; Wagner, 2008). Neither is migrant disappearability confined 
within a single political system or nation-state. The disappearable 
migrant subject is also situated within a certain racialised colonial 
framework as will be elaborated later, but the border regimes are not 
distinguishing between a Kurd and an Arab, between a Syrian and a 
Cameroonian, or between a communist and a conservative. The disap-
pearances theorised with migrant disappearability are also markedly 
different from so-called ‘ordinary missing’ (e.g. ParrStevenson & 
Woolnough, 2016), which are no less important or tragic, but do not 
necessarily have a specific historical, legal, and political context. 

The distinct migratory context consists of situations where being on 
the move, and especially doing so clandestinely, is the common de-
nominator and source of precariousness and risk. A shipwreck, a car 
crash after being chased by the police, border guard bullets, dying of 
hypothermia in an abandoned warehouse or of dehydration while 
drifting away on a boat, being sucked under the passing train while 
travelling along the tracks or pushed overboard by the coast guard, 
violence resulting from having no recourse to legal protection, and 
medical conditions proving fatal due to the lack of access to healthcare; 
what all of these tragedies have in common is that they would not have 
happened where they did and the way they did if the victims had had 
legal means to travel to and settle in Europe or elsewhere in the Global 
North. 

In Greece, migrant disappearability is inflicted in various ways. The 
Evros region in Northern Greece, named after the river Evros (Meriç in 
Turkish, Maritsa in Bulgarian) running along the border, has Greece’s 
only land border with Turkey. The borderlands have been heavily mil-
itarised, especially from 1970s onwards, and the area has a long history 
of border violence and disappearances. At a cemetery of Alexandroupoli 
some 70 unidentified bodies of migrant landmine victims, primarily 
from the 1990s, lie buried in what appears, from the outset, to be vacant 
dumpsites. The minefield, laid on the roughly 12 km of land border in 
1974 at the time of the heightened Greek-Turkish conflict in Cyprus, 
consisted of 24 751 anti-personnel mines (Landmine and Cluster 
Munition Monitor, 2006). Before it was cleared in 2010, numerous un-
suspecting migrants had been killed or maimed while trying to cross 
through the field from the Turkish side of the border. While Greek au-
thorities maintained that there were appropriate warning signs, in re-
ality this may not always have been the case. In some cases people found 
they were forced to cross through the minefield anyway while being 
aware of the risks. Like the ‘space of nonexistence’ is a ‘space of ille-
gality’ where ‘surviving requires engaging in illicit practices’ (Coutin, 

2003, p. 177), disappearability is phenomenon intimately connected to 
a reality beyond legality and citizenship which requires engaging in 
clandestinity and informal travel routes. The bodies buried in the two 
mass graves are not just any landmine victims; they are landmine vic-
tims because they had to cross clandestinely and had to do so in an area 
where nobody else walked, where they could avoid detection. Same goes 
for the numerous dead who have drowned when they tried to cross from 
Turkey to the island of Lesvos in the Aegean Sea; they could not take the 
ferry. 

If the minefield was laid to deter military aggression from neigh-
bouring Turkey, more recent developments at the Evros border have 
been exclusively targeting migration. The first anti-migration border 
fence was erected in 2012 (Grigoriadis & Dilek, 2019) and over 1881 
police officers were deployed along the border the same year (Ulusoy 
et al., 2019, p. 24). Later the surveillance and deterrence measures have 
only intensified and diversified. The border area is essentially a mil-
itarised zone, where access for anyone without property in the region is 
heavily curtailed. Military, border police, and Frontex presence is 
considerable. In fact, Frontex presence is so significant in a city like 
Orestiada, located some 6 km from the border, that locals routinely 
assumed me to be a Frontex agent as well during my fieldwork. This 
border enforcement and surveillance, and the accompanying violence, 
are the primary force pushing people into dangerous river crossings and 
at increasing risk of death and disappearance (Topak, 2014, p. 827; 
Ulusoy et al., 2019). Major causes of death include drowning and hy-
pothermia and most bodies remain unidentified (Pavlidis & Karakasi, 
2019, p. 467). 

Crucially, landmine victims and other unknown bodies in Evros 
exemplify what migrant disappearability is and how it functions not just 
because they were migrants and because they died and remain, to this 
day, unidentified; also the reasons for their unidentification matter. Not 
only were they moving under what Catherine Besteman (2019) has 
described as the ‘militarised global apartheid’, defined by unequal ac-
cess to mobility and increasingly violent border enforcement measures 
and infrastructures to protect and guard that inequality, but they also 
remain unidentified for the very same reason: another important facet of 
the same phenomenon is that because of the circumstances of their 
death, the bodies remain undiscovered for a long time and in conditions 
where natural causes will erode from the bodies many of the qualities 
potentially helpful for identification, such as facial features, genitalia, 
tattoos and so forth. Bodies drowned in the sea may never be recovered 
and bodies drowned in the Evros river in Greece may not only float a 
hundred kilometres towards the Evros delta, but also easily lie there, 
stuck in the roots, branches, and rocks for months, underwater. In the 
case of the landmine victims, a local forensic expert told me that in the 
worst case, all they had to work with were bare bones of people who had 
not been discovered for years. DNA samples, arguably the pinnacle of 
commonly available identification technology in Western bureau-
cracies, help very rarely because, due to the migratory nature of the 
situation, there usually is no a sample for comparison (such as a sur-
viving family member also residing in Greece) available. 

Problems of identification may appear, on the surface, to be pri-
marily related to circumstances supposedly beyond anyone’s control; 
unfortunate accidents happen in unfortunate conditions. However, 
closer examination shows that instead of unidentification, what is taking 
place is institutionalised ‘non-identification’. In confidence, forensic 
specialists would tell me that in Greece on the whole, the identification 
work carried out was somewhat chaotic. Generally, the key points of 
identification for an unknown person are DNA, fingerprints, dental re-
cord, and any distinguishing features such as tattoos. In the case of 
identifying unknown bodies in Greece, two of these points, DNA and 
distinguishing features, are generally the ones employed, as the forensic 
examination is often very superficial. One of the problems the forensic 
specialists I met highlighted was that there had been (and in most cases, 
still were) lack of a common protocol regarding the forensic examina-
tion and the process of extracting DNA samples. Sometimes the people 

3 As Huttunen (2020) notes, various terms, such as ‘missing person’, ‘forcibly 
disappeared’, and so forth have different dimensions: the analytical purpose 
used by researchers, the legal and political meanings and definitions, and their 
everyday use in people’s personal lives. 
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responsible for the identification process were not trained to do so and 
showed very little interest in their duties. I was described cases where 
DNA was destroyed by storing the samples in formaldehyde and au-
topsies were carried out by doctors without valid competence. In pri-
vate, they shared their suspicions that some violent deaths had been 
classified as accidents for quicker processing. Furthermore, with the rare 
exception of some conscientious individuals, forensic examination of 
dead migrants was a job very few wanted. 

Other times poor management, lack of resources and/or staff 
contributed to poor end results. Another common feature was a deep- 
seated recourse to ‘blame avoidance’ on the part of civil servants and 
medical professionals alike; the lack of accountability which charac-
terised the Greek bureaucracy meant that people responsible were often 
inclined to avoid assuming or admitting that very responsibility (cf. 
Dimitrakopoulos, 2001; Kovras & Robins, 2016). This made the system 
both to lag behind and to move unpredictably at the same time. The lack 
of a common protocol also meant that there were bodies buried 
throughout the 2000s and 2010s with little if any documentation, as 
DNA samples were not collected until about 2015. Several people 
involved also told me that the forensic professionals, some of whom 
were actually committed to their work, were also dealing with a system 
where personal relationships and favours played an important 
role—‘rocking the boat’ was often seen as a bad career move. 

‘Non-identification’ was very much a result of the sort of a legal and 
social context which, following Tugba Basaran (2015) was government 
through collective indifference. The problems of identification are 
widely known yet persistent, because there is no incentive to improve 
the situation—quite the opposite. ‘Deterrence’ is an important word in 
European Union, but also Greek, migration policies and the idea is fairly 
straightforward: obsessed with the theory of ‘pull-factors’ driving 
migration, the plan is to make countries of destination and transit as 
unappealing as possible to deter further migratory movements. Great 
Britain made this an official policy, when the then Home Secretary 
Theresa May declared that the country would have a ‘really hostile 
environment’ for undocumented migration (Yeo, 2018), but more or less 
every EU member state has vowed to work towards that effect. Deter-
rence cannot be reduced to simple policies such as reduced recognition 
rates of asylum applications or fast-tracked deportation measures. 
Instead, deterrence must be seen as a holistic approach to creating what 
countries in the Global North evaluate to be a credible overall threat to 
would-be migrants. Disappearability is a dimension of such an approach. 

Making use of Michel Callon and John Law’s concept of the ‘hybrid 
collectif’ (1997), Jason De León (2015) argued that the Sonora Desert 
between Mexico and the United States, with its vastness, rough terrain, 
dryness, and deadly heat, formed part of the border enforcement 
assemblage. According to De Léon, with the ‘hybrid border’, geography 
and climate did the work of fences and border patrols by effectively 
making the crossing painful and difficult; there was no need to guard 
every metre of the border. Similarly, the Mediterranean, from high 
waves to deadly currents, and from mountain ranges to railway tracks, 
forms a similar ‘hybrid border’, or a ‘carceral seascape’ (Stierl, 2021) 
with complex relationships between human agency and that of objects. 
The plans of the EU border agency Frontex to replace boats with drones 
which cannot engage in rescue operations (Howden et al., 2019) seek 
precisely to benefit from such ‘unmanned’ part of the border. As Charles 
Heller and Lorenzo Pezzani (2017: 96) have described it: ‘migrants die 
not only at sea but through a strategic use of the sea’. Migrant dis-
appearability is intimately connected to this border assemblage: it is the 
threat of dying without anyone close to you knowing about it, which is 
created by the forced clandestinity of migrants’ journeys and the wilful 
neglect of responsible authorities. It is a fundamental part of migrant 
disappearability that the individuals it is inflicted on do, at one point or 
another, become aware of the possibility of dying. For example, they 
may be survivors from a shipwreck or looking for a disappeared family 
member. From this point of view, the formula for disappearability’s 
intended deterring effect appears simple enough: you are not allowed 

entry, so if you die, nobody will know about it. Death and disappearance 
become, following Iosif Kovras and Simon Robins (2016), the border 
itself; a wall built from unnamed bodies, but also a wall inscribed on the 
bodies left neglected. 

3.2. Suspension 

In addition to the more generic qualities of migrant disappearability, 
mechanisms of suspension have to be assessed. Border studies scholars 
have argued (e.g. Laakkonen, 2020) that borders shift and move; they 
are practices and processes, performed and transgressed. For example, 
through embassies, police raids, and smuggling routes, migrants 
encounter borders far from the actual point of crossing. Passports, and 
the lack of a passport, are border technologies as much as barb-wire 
fencing is. Bordering practices, and the illegalisation of particular mo-
bilities in general, imprint the border on the body of the migrant and 
manifest in various situations and under various conditions possibly far 
removed from the nation-state borders drawn on the maps. The same is 
true for migrant disappearability. This is because disappearability as a 
condition, and as an experience, feeds on suspension; suspension of legal 
status and civil rights, suspension of ‘the right to have rights’, as Hannah 
Arendt (1986) put it, and suspension of the claims at equal humanity. In 
short, it is the suspension of normal life that can last from weeks to 
months and years. As this suspension has no clear geographical or 
temporal limits, so, too, is migrant disappearability ubiquitous. As the 
border ‘stretches’, disappearability extends, effectively dislocating and 
prolonging the act of crossing. 

Suspension of legal status and civil rights is reflected both in mi-
grant’s life and in their death. This is especially pronounced in transit 
countries such as Greece: during their journeys, many migrants cannot 
rely on authorities or they risk violence, abuse, and deportation. A 
notion I repeatedly encountered during my fieldwork was that recourse 
to law, whether in life or in death, was basically unavailable and the 
procedures were slow and opaque. Equally, suspension of legal status 
and civil rights is reflected by the numerous ways migrants forced to 
travel clandestinely were subjected to treatment such as the violence, 
torture, pushbacks, and deportation I noted earlier. An essential reason 
why migrants encounter disappearability is because they can be bru-
talised by authorities (and laws) without fear of legal repercussions. I 
witnessed or heard of numerous indiscriminate arrests and news of 
pushbacks and forced deportations carried out by Greek border police 
and military were commonplace during the winter/spring of 2020 at 
Evros border crossings, while I was in the region. Equally, in the event of 
a migrant’s death, they are rarely afforded (except in the case of some 
committed pathologists) a thorough forensic investigation. 

In her discussion of ‘the right to have rights’, Arendt (1986) exam-
ined the following paradox: why human rights were not afforded to the 
very people who needed them the most (people displaced by war). She 
argued that human rights were tied to citizenship, the one thing refugees 
lacked. This is certainly true in relation to how people become dis-
appearable. It is reflected on the neglect of bodies I have described, as 
well as in the way their protection under law is systematically denied. 
Yet, as Heath Cabot (2019) has shown, currently citizens and 
non-citizens alike are often situated on a continuum of precarity; as the 
austerity politics in Greece reveal, while citizenship sets nationals apart 
from migrants, it does not grant the sort of protections previously 
assumed by notions such as the ‘welfare state’. And unlike in the case 
Arendt analysed (Europeans displaced by World War II), while the lack 
of citizenship clearly has a role in why migrants’ situation cannot 
improve at Greek bordelands, the root of their legal and humanitarian 
precariousness lies elsewhere; in their otherness as racialised black and 
brown bodies. 

An important point of departure is the discussion on ‘Black Medi-
terranean’, which invites to ‘place contemporary migrant crisis in the 
context of Europe’s constitutive history of empire, colonial conquest, 
and transatlantic slavery’ (Danewid, 2017, p. 1679). Such approach 
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allows for historical continuities to be established not just between in-
stances of violence but also between modes of thinking. The so-called 
‘crisis’ at Europe’s borders is ‘part of Europe’s ongoing encounter with 
the world that it created through more than 500 years of empire, colo-
nial conquest, and slavery’ (Danewid, 2017, p. 1680). If Europe is not a 
place but a project (Glissant, 1989; cf. Danewid, 2017), then those 
outside the white European project are not once but in a continuous 
fashion made less-deserving, subordinate, and distinctly non-white. 
Even a cursory look at the routes and presumed or known countries of 
origin or previous residence shows that virtually every individual dis-
appearing or dying without a name in the Greek migratory context is 
intimately linked with the history and patterns of colonialism, from 
Afghanistan to Syria, Ethiopia to Pakistan. As the encounter with a 
world outside Global North was in the beginning, so it is now in part 
motivated by a sense of racial and colonial superiority, as Barak Kalir 
(2019) has noted in his discussion of ‘departheid’. He argues that what 
he calls ‘departheid’, systemic oppression and control of spatial mobility 
of illegalised migrants in the Global North, shares a genealogy with the 
control of colonial subjects, the Arendtian ‘subject races’ (ibid.: 10–11). 
This notion also helps to grasp the logics of the violence and persecution 
in their countries of origin or previous residence migrants disappearing 
and dying at Greek border zones are fleeing from as opposed to the 
current violations and discrimination they are experiencing at the 
border zones. 

Certainly, oppression in the country of origin or previous residence 
can be related to ethnicity or religious denomination, like in the case of 
Hazaras in present day Afghanistan. However, that logic is unlike the 
colonial racism at Europe’s borders as it is configured differently, and 
while such divisions might be established by resilient colonial structures 
(for example, the depth of the divisions underlying the massacre in 
Rwanda were established by the Belgian colonial administration, see 
Farmer, 2009, p. 50–51), they are markedly different from those pro-
duced by the border regimes. Furthermore, in many cases the persecu-
tion and oppression in the country of origin or previous residence is 
connected to general political and social conditions such as authori-
tarian state apparatuses for which no ethnicity or religious denomina-
tion (real or imputed) could offer protection. If nationality may 
influence individual’s chances of being granted asylum, when certain 
nationalities such as individuals from Pakistan are designated as not 
‘having a refugee profile’ (Rozakou, 2020, p. 32), disappearability does 
not allow for such considerations to happen. As I was visiting Agios 
Panteleimonas cemetery in Mytilini, Lesvos, the elderly cemetery care-
taker directed me to the migrant graves by saying ‘there are the Syrians 
and the Pakistanis’. The blackness and brownness of the body, essen-
tially the non-whiteness, is the decisive factor. Such racial configuration 
is also evident in a scene I witnessed upon returning from one of my trips 
to Greece: as we were disembarking from the plane in Frankfurt, where I 
had a few hours’ layover, we were greeted by armed police. The police 
officers questioned everyone with a darker complexion and let in-
dividuals like me, coded white, pass without so much as a hasty, 
performative, glance at the travel documents. When I notified people 
who I knew were returning the same day of what I had observed, I heard 
that similar scenes were simultaneously taking place at other European 
airports, targetting flights coming from Greece. 

A suspension of the claims to equal humanity is obviously connected 
to the other two forms of suspension I have explored above, but it also 
has very particular, individual, qualities. One of them is that dis-
appeared, racialised, migrants are rarely afforded the same attention 
from authorities that nationals, especially established middle-class in-
dividuals, are. Equally, they rarely invoke empathy or solidarity in 
politics or media. For example, in Greece, any search operations, even 
those to find other European nationals or Greek citizens, are often 
lacklustre, but in the case of non-European migrants, the level of inac-
tion is multiplied. From the stories relayed to me, it became obvious that 
if people were identified or bodies reclaimed, it was mostly because of 
particularly dedicated officials or the unyielding effort of the family 

members who, at often considerable personal financial cost and 
emotional toll, kept searching. Another aspect of this form of suspension 
was that if mistakes were made (in identification, burial, and so forth), 
they were rarely if ever corrected. During my fieldwork, I heard of, and 
saw myself, gravestones which were for the wrong person, plaques 
where the name was never added despite identification, and graves 
which were not recorded at the cemetery registry at all. While it is true 
that in Greece, many poor citizens also receive very superficial and 
indifferent treatment upon their death (for example, at an Athenian 
cemetery, I witnessed numerous human bones simply lying around in 
the grass and exposed skulls), the difference comes from how this 
indifference is treated: there is no moral outrage and there is no-one to 
see that the situation is rectified. 

With the informal migrant camp in Calais as their fieldsite, Thom 
Davies, Arshad Isakjee, and Surindar Dhesi (2017) show how migrants 
are governed through ‘violent inactions’. Drawing on Achille Mbembe 
(2003), among others, they maintain that migrants in the camp envi-
ronment are held in a state of ‘permanent injury’ (Davies et al., 2017, p. 
1269). Equally, I would argue, this state of injury extends beyond death. 
Finn Stepputat (2016) argues that we can locate state sovereignty in the 
governance of transition from life to death, and, indeed, in the gover-
nance of dead bodies. The indifference shown by Greek authorities to-
wards migrant bodies, then, establishes how borders can also be 
affirmed and citizenship and the white Greek nation demarcated 
through such wilful neglect. Deliberately poor management of dead 
bodies suspends them, in Laura Huttunen’s (2016) terms, in indefinite 
liminality. 

Ruben Andersson (2014a) has demonstrated that European border 
controls involve controlling and slowing migrants’ time. Shahram 
Khosravi (2018), too, has written about migrants’ ‘stolen time’. Both 
show how migration controls and border enforcement take away the 
time invested by those seeking to cross borders; their labour, their effort, 
and their persistence are all nullified in the event of deportation. 
Equally, ‘legal-spatial violence’ (Kreichauf, 2021), such as legal pre-
carity, border violence, detention, and obstruction of movement, often 
far beyond the actual borders, force a particular kind of waiting on in-
dividuals subjected to such technologies and forms of coercion. Of 
course, there are always moments of acceleration in migratory contexts, 
such as in the case of deportations, pushbacks, and police chases (cf. 
Griffiths, 2014; Rozakou, 2020), but they are also symptomatic of the 
same control over migrants’ time. Suspension as an integral part of 
migrant disappearability works in a similar way; it suspends and distorts 
time. Temporarily, like deportation (Coutin, 2015, p. 674), migrant 
disappearability begins long before a disappearance takes place and 
continues long after the event. ‘The deep time of the dead’ (Laqueur, 
2015, p. 31), that is, the various biological, political, and social time-
scales in life of the body, is often indeterminate, often in indefinite 
suspension. This quality of disappearability is exemplified by the mass 
grave in the village of Sidiro, in the Evros region. The exact number of 
dead migrants buried in the muddy hill is unknown; somewhat official 
estimation is about 200 (Boitiaux, 2021), but people familiar with the 
site I interviewed suggested the number might be around 300. Vast 
majority of the bodies are unidentified. During my fieldwork in 2020, 
the site had only two gravestones, one for a Syrian man and one for a 
Palestinian, but later more such stones have been added. Whether they 
match the people actually buried in the area is uncertain. 

Journey, disappearance, discovery, identification all take time in any 
circumstances, but in a migratory context they take a very particular 
form. Anyone can be missing for years, but a migrant at Greek-Turkish 
border, or in the Sonora desert, for example, disappears potentially for 
years (or forever) for a very particular reason: because of interlinkage 
between their brown or black bodies and the enforced clandestinity of 
their migratory condition. 
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4. Conclusion 

By proposing the term migrant disappearability, I have sought to cast 
light on the politics and practices of ‘accidentalised’ (Feldman, 2019) 
border violence and deterrence, that is, border violence and deterrence 
in which the causality and the historical continuity involved are made 
invisible. I have argued that this disappearability is a condition and an 
experience brought about in migratory contexts by hostile, racist, poli-
tics and harsh border enforcement. It is instantiated differently at every 
locality, but some of its features remain unchangeable: (1) It is specific 
to migratory contexts and would not appear if people were not forced to 
clandestine routes where they potentially risk their lives, (2) It is also 
emerging exclusively in South to North migrations, patterned by 
particular histories of colonial conquest and dominance, (3) It depends 
on a particular suspension of rights to humanity, and (4) It feeds on 
inaction, indifference, and inability. Importantly, a ‘gloved hand of the 
state’ does not exclude direct, naked, violence (cf. Scheper-Hughes, 
1997, p. 471). Migrant disappearability does not signal just institutional 
inaction or ‘governing of indifference’ (Basaran, 2015), but actual 
coercion and force, border fences, surveillance technologies, forced 
deportations, and police brutality, that pushes people into clandestine 
travel routes and crossings and, indeed, sometimes itself directly causes 
border deaths. 

The disappearability analysed in this paper is ghost-like; it both is 
and is not there. It is like a zone one enters and (sometimes) leaves, 
depending on what turn their journey takes. It has its own temporality 
and logic, where people affected by it are denied their full personhood 
and, ultimately, their claim to equal humanity. Sometimes it is viscerally 
experienced, other times it catches one by surprise. It involves calcu-
lated risks such as embarking on a dangerous crossing on a makeshift 
dinghy, when instead of legal migratory pathways only detention and 
possible pushback await, but it can equally mean that one is denied 
medical care in a more or less abandoned refugee camp somewhere in 
mainland Greece’s countryside. It is historically and politically con-
structed and unequally distributed; only certain kind of people on the 
move will be affected by it. 

Feeding on inaction and indifference, migrant disappearability is 
also normalised in the everyday life. Why does this happen? The North- 
wide push to be ‘tough’ on migration is an obvious explanation, but it 
requires closer examination. The first answer can be gleaned from 
Greece: the nationally experienced hurt and indignity, a sense of loss of 
control that followed the 2010 economic crash and the subsequent 
austerity politics enforced upon by various international bodies. Greece 
maimed by austerity has been a fertile ground for indifference and 
cynicism, as well as racism and hatred, a space where politics which 
create and enforce disappearability are readily accepted. A Syrian on the 
shore becomes fused with the international money lender; an invader. 
Second, it is noteworthy that same kind of developments happen around 
Europe, for example, as social imaginaries, the sense of one’s possibil-
ities and abilities to influence those possibilities (Vigh, 2006), are 
conditioned by the insecurity fuelled by capitalism’s crisis and fused 
with white colonial arrogance and suspicion (cf. Hage, 1998). This is 
further enforced by the spectacle of border rituals (De Genova, 2012; 
Khosravi, 2007), where those who are accepted and those who are 
deemed illegal are demarcated. These spectacles generate heightened 
visibility, in terms of not just the ‘illegality’ of border-crossers but also 
their distinctly black and brown bodies, which then sinks them into 
invisibility of the everyday violence churned in practical border 
enforcement.4 

Of course, migrant disappearability does not go completely un-
checked. The invisibility is contested. Legal actions have been initiated 
against pushbacks and border violence (e.g. Front-Lex, 2022; Global 

Legal Action Network (GLAN), 2020) and organisations and activists 
have also sought to bring such incidents into light (e.g. Keady-Tabbal & 
Mann, 2021). Researchers have noted how borders and bordering are 
also resisted by migrants (e.g. De Genova, 2017; Spathopoulou & Car-
astathis, 2020), and sought to analyse how hope and contestation 
(Brambilla & Jones, 2020) and critiques (Perl, 2018) can come about. 
Projects such as Forensic Architecture (Weizman, 2017) are making 
state violence visible. The discussion of disappearability is not intended 
diminish or neglect that work. However, to paraphrase Coutin (2003: 
193), I cannot celebrate migrant disappearability. Even if the context of 
South to North migrations allows for subversion and visibility, its effects 
can be lethal. 

Ultimately, with migrant disappearability, this paper has engaged in 
the act of naming necessary for raising awareness about a phenomenon 
that may not otherwise be perceived in full but, instead, only partially 
observed from their own point of view by different actors (Kalir, 2019, p. 
2). Border controls, detention, legal frameworks, forensic identification, 
politics, and media attention all play a part. As an analytical term, it 
allows us to engage with a very particular form of precariousness and 
marginality, which may manifest in the most tragic of ways; death 
and/or disappearance of the individual concerned. Migrant disappear-
ability as a concept challenges, on the one hand, the notion that border 
deaths and disappearances would be merely accidents and, on the other 
hand, the perception that such events would be ‘collateral damage’ of 
otherwise measured border policies. Instead, it centres these disap-
pearances as a direct, and intended, outcome of migration policies and 
border enforcement; something that happens on purpose. With such a 
corrective, we can frame some of the discussions on migration, border 
violence, and surveillance—as well as on migrants’ motives and actions 
in hostile environments—differently and address disappearances, espe-
cially, but not exclusively, at Europe’s external borders in a more 
forceful way. 
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